Did Somebody Call a Cab?

The city requires its seventy-one cab companies to provide fair and speedy service, but the cabbies in this divided industry do not — or cannot — make a living by following the city's rules.

JOE APPLIGATE

There is only one East Street in San Diego, and Pierre Talbot, 43, cab driver, doesn't know where it is, but he can describe it for you. It's closed, and there are no signs on it. Talbot isn't interested in it. He'd just as soon not talk about it.

Talbot is a cab driver who works for the Yellow Cab Company, which is one of the largest in the city. He's been driving for 25 years, and he knows his trade. Talbot isn't interested in talking about the newspaper article that ran in the San Diego Union last week, in which Talbot was quoted as saying he was going to retire at the end of this month.

The article said that Talbot was dissatisfied with the way the city was run, and that he was planning to leave the business. Talbot denies this, saying that he has no intention of retiring. He says he loves his job, and he plans to keep driving until he's too old to do it.

Talbot says that the city's cab system is broken, and that it needs to be fixed. He says that the city should provide more funding for the cab companies, and that the drivers should be paid more. He says that the city should also provide better training for the drivers, and that they should be held to higher standards.

Talbot's comments have sparked a debate in the city, with some people calling for the city to do more to support the cab companies, and others calling for the drivers to be held to higher standards. The debate is likely to continue, as Talbot's comments have put the city's cab system in the spotlight.
**City Lights**

**Doubted Thomas**
The local chapter of the American Association of University Women (AAUW) is not the only group that has expressed doubts about Thomas. The AAUW's national organization has also been critical of Thomas, saying in a letter to the university's president that it was concerned about the dean's qualifications and the role of women in the university's administration.

**Family Law Problems**

Leila & Harry of the Kettle Creek would like you to come in...

Leila & Harry of the Kettle Creek would like you to come in...

40-60% Savings

A Collection of Fashion

**COMFORT COMES FIRST AT AHOVE**

**Vegetarian Breakfast**

Served 7 days a week

**Outlet for Fashion**

**Casa de Oro Cycles**

802 Calle de Oro, Suite B

San Diego, CA 92101

Mondays through Saturdays

8:00 AM to 8:00 PM

Sundays

9:00 AM to 5:00 PM

**The twelfth week**

**Just A Trim, Please**

When City Planning Division Director John Goff announced his intention to cut staff positions in the city's building department, he said he did so to cut costs and improve efficiency.
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Dear Matthew Alice

My friend and I have made a bet. We say the Tulip Hotel at Torres Pines Road and La Jolla Shores Drive is longer than the nightclubs at Rosarito and Mexico. Can you help us settle the dispute?

Ralph R. Beach
Pacific Beach

Your friend was on a technicality. The sign at La Jolla Shores and Torres Pines is longer than the intersection as Rosarito and Mexico, giving it the edge. The Tulip Hotel is one of the longest nightclubs in the area. The traffic intersection is much longer than the intersection as Rosarito and Mexico. In fact, the Tulip Hotel is one of the longest nightclubs in the area.

John R. Wilson
Chairman

Dear Matthew Alice

I hear that there is a new album on the market that features new music by a British band. Can you tell me more about this album and its impact on the music scene?

Ralph R. Wilson
Chairman

The twenty-one stations that sell diesel fuel are located in the U.S. and Canada. Although the price of diesel fuel is higher in Canada, its overall cost is lower than in the U.S. due to the lower cost of labor and materials. Diesel fuel is the most efficient fuel for heavy-duty vehicles.

Richard Wilson
Chairman

The Morningland Freedom Fund Committee is announcing a series of events to support the MORNINGLAND's legal staff necessary for our stand on freedom through the First Amendment.

The band will provide music for the evening.

The host, SRI PATRICIA, spiritual leader of MORNINGLAND, will offer a brief understanding of the philosophy of MORNINGLAND along with the legal staff of EDWARD BARTON, who will answer MORNINGLAND's stand on their rights to be free.

Also in attendance will be representatives from the Lieutenant Governor's office, ISAH ROBERTSON, and many more.

200 invitations have been mailed to select individuals throughout Southern California, and there's still room for more.

Reservations by Thursday night, 18th... please call 743-6281.

INTERNATIONAL MALE

2802 MIDWAY DRIVE, SAN DIEGO, CA 92110

Behind Aaron Bros. 220-8751 HOURS Mon-Fri 10 to 6 Sat 10 to 3 Sun 12.00 to 4.30

MAY 18, 1973 7
Local

Dance

TINA GEORGE'S / KELSEY'S THIRD BOOM

Two years ago a successful advertisement appeared in a local newspaper announcing a new dance studio. A small ad that said "TINA GEORGE'S / KELSEY'S THIRD BOOM.现已开课。" Now, in celebration of their second anniversary, they're offering their popular classes again. The studio is located at 123 Main Street. For more information call 123-4567.

Events

Theater

QUEEN OF THE GYM

A musical production written and directed by John Doe. Performances will take place May 18-21st at the Westside Theater. Tickets are available at the door or online.

Special Events

Butterfly Garden butterfly release. Attendees will have the opportunity to release their butterflies into the wild. The event will take place on May 20th at 2 PM at the City Park. Tickets are $20 per person and can be purchased online at the event website.

Local

Gallery

"THE CHINESE BODY" exhibition at the San Diego Museum of Art. This exhibition features works by contemporary Chinese artists. The show runs from May 15th to June 15th. All visitors are welcome to attend the opening reception on May 15th from 5-8 PM. Admission is free.

Lecture

THE HISTORY OF ART” lecture presented by Dr. John Smith from the University of California. The lecture will take place on May 20th at 7 PM in the San Diego Museum of Art auditorium. The event is free and open to the public.
Local Events

Music

DILE, featuring artists Margarita Ross (piano) and Maria Zorn (saxophone), will be performed at the Santa Cruz Museum of Art and History, Sunday, May 15, at 8 p.m., Museum Avenue, Santa Cruz.

Sports

BOLOGNA, Bobby Stoller, number eight and highlights, will light Rogers Center on fire, May 19, 7-11 p.m. San Diego Center, 130 16th Street, Santa Cruz.

Concerts and Special Events

BARRELSTAND, in a free music event sponsored by the City of Santa Cruz, is set for Thursday, May 19, 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. at the Beach, next to the Santa Cruz Wharf.

Film

3-DAY CARPET SALE

3-DAY CARPET SALE

WANTED GAME SHOW CONTESTANTS!

Danskins are not for Dancing.

Off the Cuff

Off the Cuff

Danskins are not for Dancing.
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Kiss and Tell

JONATHAN SAVALIE

San Diego State University is the host of concerts this week with Bob Dylan and Kiss. The university's annual fall concert is scheduled for today. The concert is a combination of rock and roll and a chance for students to relax and have fun.

The concert, organized by the university's student activities department, features a variety of musical acts, including Kiss, Bob Dylan, and other popular musicians of the 1970s. The performers are expected to bring a sense of nostalgia to the campus, as well as a chance for students to enjoy the music and atmosphere.

The concert is scheduled to begin at 8 p.m. and will continue until 11 p.m. Tickets are available for purchase at the university's box office, located in the basement of the University Center. General admission tickets are $15, and student tickets are available for $10.

The concert is a great opportunity for students to come together and enjoy a night of music and entertainment. It is a chance to connect with fellow students and create memories that will last a lifetime. Whether you're a music lover or just enjoy a good time, the Kiss and Tell concert is not to be missed.

Please note that due to potential rain, the concert may be rescheduled. Check the university's website for updates and details.

Kiss and Tell
As the National Anthem was finishing, an elderly woman sitting in front of me, reappeared in a Miami Beach straw hat and a KGB Chicken T-shirt, vigorously raking a huge cow bell. The left-field bleacher crowd was ready for action.
“The key to organisation. If your business is good, you can pick up a lot of fast rides and make good money. We can do all of it as Yellow Cab takes the rest of the city. Yellow Cab is a kind of umbrella under which everyone else can work.”
Let your feet make a place for themselves.

Footprinting in sand.

Footprinting in a Birkenstock.

Feet in the sand make footprints.

Feet in Birkenstock footwear do the very same thing.

The Birkenstock footbed is heat and pressure sensitive, to mold to your foot, and become your footprint.

So walking in Birkenstock is a lot like walking barefoot in the sand, with one very convenient difference.

You can walk in Birkenstock all year long.

Birkenstock® Footprints Sandals are available at the following stores:

SAN DIEGO
Birkenstock Footprints of San Diego
8115 El Cajon Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92115

San Diego's
6094 La Costa Village Dr.
San Diego, CA 92131

La Costa Village
2100 Chateau Blvd.
Encinitas, CA 92025

ESCONDIDO
Birkenstock Footprints of Escondido
2095 Old Hwy
Escondido, CA 92025

LA JOLLA
Birkenstock of La Jolla
1111 Prospect at Windansea
La Jolla, CA 92037

La Jolla Village
6944 La Jolla Blvd.
La Jolla, CA 92037

CARRILLO
Birkenstock Footprints of Carlsbad
2364 Grand Ave.
La Jolla, CA 92037

CHULA VISTA
Birkenstock Footprints of Chula Vista
10105 Cherry Ave.
Chula Vista, CA 92011

CARLISLE
Birkenstock Footprints of Carlsbad
2364 Grand Ave.
La Jolla, CA 92037

Free Color "LOVE YOUR FEET" Posters available at all locations.

Give Me a Dozen Goths

"It was the wind at Northriding I minded most, the fierce, incessant, horrid wind that gave events in the fall of 1667 such a diabolical twist. How I hated the shrieking, howling sound of it, the way the wind whirred at the dark fires in the garden ... and seeped through the tightly closed shutters. The house, too, filled me with loathing, and the stone-flagged floors, the dark staircases, the ponderous, clawed furniture, and the clock that ticked so softly, insidiously, ... like the wind."

-North Wind at Northriding

D.J. RACKOW

The recipe calls for hooves and desiccated eggs, onions, pepper, mustard, honey, rosemary, sage, allspice, juniper, lemon, thyme, and a host of other seasonings, herbs, spices, and sunny: it is made in a oven seasoned with a special blend. Grilling, roasting, or a slow, indirect, formling basting. Surt sack is superior to and has been known to produce a marvel of a dish. If you ever get a chance to try it, you won't forget it.

Popular to Englewood in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries by such vices as German, Swedish, and English. Anna Rachel, on the other hand, was much more interested in the culinary traditions of her native Germany. She had been bitten by the cooking bug in her youth, and her mother had taught her the art of preparing elaborate meals. In a year, she was able to produce a manuscript of over three hundred pages, written in Latin and adorned with beautiful illustrations. The manuscript was a treasure trove of culinary secrets, from the preparation of delicate pastries to the art of preserving meats.

If you imagine the women who occupied the tables and chairs of the great landlords in their sumptuous mansions, you'll have a good idea of the type of food that was served at their tables. The recipes contained in the manuscript were not only for the rich, but also for the poor, who were just as eager to try new dishes. The manuscript was a treasure trove of culinary secrets, from the preparation of delicate pastries to the art of preserving meats.

The manuscript was a manuscript of over three hundred pages, written in Latin and adorned with beautiful illustrations. The manuscript was a treasure trove of culinary secrets, from the preparation of delicate pastries to the art of preserving meats.

The manuscript was a treasure trove of culinary secrets, from the preparation of delicate pastries to the art of preserving meats.
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This Thursday - Sunday
May 15th - 15th
In Fashion Valley
On The Mall.

The Bare Woods Introduces
Two Entirely New
Design Concepts

The Bare Island
makes big use of small space.
Our free-standing kitchen pantry/dinette serves one cook & two diners on an end-grain slab of solid Eastern rock, or hard maple.

The Treehouse Loft
in twin & full sizes. Designed for living in from early childhood through adult life. An especially strong structure so complete it almost needs a mailbox.

Other Pieces Also On Display
Maze & Sold Only By Us At Our Factory/Showroom

The Bare Woods

Opening Hours: 10-9
Saturdays 10-6

4664 Auraria Center, San Diego 5270

Our Showroom Will Be Closed During This Annual Special Event

Anniversary Sale Ends!

Pacific Stereo's 18th Anniversary Sale is winding down fast! You've got just a few days to get in on some of our best bargains ever!

Like FREE video tape with any video cassette deck purchase, and a host of other fantastic giveaways are listed below. Hurry!

Sony STR-S300 AM/FM stereo receiver.
25 watts min. RMS per channel at 8 ohms, 20-20,000 Hz, 0.1% total harmonic distortion. We made a special purchase, and are passing our savings along to you! Price $159

More Great Values!

Harman/Kardon 730 AM/FM stereo receiver.
40 watts min. RMS per channel at 8 ohms, 20-20,000 Hz, 0.1% total harmonic distortion. Twin power supplies assure undistorted power output in each channel. Price $279

NEW! Pioneer PL-518 A direct-drive single-play turntable with base and dust cover.
Price $119

Kenwood KR-620 front-loading cassette deck with Dolby. Kenwood precision for better tapes every time! Price $179

Marantz 4 MKII 2-way speaker with Binson woofer. Unique cone woofer delivers a uniform frequency response that's tough to beat at this price! Price $39 each

Marantz 6110 belt-drive single-play turntable. Base and cover included. Convenient auto shut-off and return! Get a free record cleaner when you buy any new turntable. Price $87

TEAC A-1705 cassette deck with Dolby. A top-rated model. Our special purchase means big savings for you. Buy any tape deck and get FREE tape during our fantastic Anniversary Sale! Price $129

Microcarl record cleaning pad. Gets deep into the record grooves, returning clarity to your favorite records. Price $495

Weekdays 9 to 9,
Sat. 10 to 6, Sun. 1 to 6

San Diego 299-9429
3781 Rosecrans at Sports Arena Blvd.
San Diego 279-0511
4340 Convoy St., Convoy Village
(one block south of Balboa between
Highways 163 & 900)
La Mesa 461-8922
8223 Hercules across from the Aktion
And 23 other Southern California stores

Free offers good through May 24th.

Get a pair of headphones FREE when you buy this system. Our 18th Anniversary means big names and big bargains! And even better deals on professionally-matched component systems. Like this deluxe Sansui system, it's yours... for under $300! And it's backed by our exclusive written Service Agreement - 5 year free parts and 3 years free labor! Come hear it today!

Sansui G-2000 AM/FM stereo receiver.
B+H+D 220 belt-driven programmed turntable.
Base, cover and Empire EXL-10 cartridge included.

Marantz 15M 3-way speakers with 10-inch woofers.
Curtain Down—Joni Mitchell tells a story of a man who loses his sight and his love in "Happy Song," the song that made her famous. The story is simple, yet profound, and it's one of the many reasons why Mitchell is such a talented songwriter.

Movie of the Week—"Happy" is a delightful movie that tells the story of a man who falls in love with a woman who is blind. The film is beautifully shot and the acting is excellent, with Joni Mitchell giving a standout performance.

The Mad Greek—The Mad Greek is a new restaurant that's making waves in the city. The food is delicious and the atmosphere is lively. It's a great place to go if you're looking for a good time.

Current—The current issue of the magazine features an article about the history of the Mad Greek, along with reviews of the latest movies and events in the city.
"How far did you go on your first date?"

"Where is the weirdest place you've ever made love?"

"Where is the most unusual place you've ever been kissed?"

See it ALL exposed! Tonight at 7:00 P.M.

The Newlywed Game!
Hard Labor

Schatzenberg tells the story of a man who leaves his job at a large corporation and starts a small company to make clothes. The man, named Max, is tired of the corporate world and wants to start his own business. He joins forces with a former colleague, named Sandy, to start a new company. They hire a few employees and begin to produce clothes for a local market.

Max and Sandy face many challenges as they try to make their company successful. They struggle to find enough money to keep the business going, and they have to deal with the ups and downs of running a small business. But they are determined to make it work, and they persevere through the hard times.

In the end, Max and Sandy's company becomes successful, and they are able to make a living doing what they love. They are grateful for their hard work and the support of their employees. Max and Sandy's story is a testament to the power of hard work and dedication, and it serves as an inspiration to others who are looking to start their own businesses.
This Week's Concerts

At Green is one of the most American of American guitarists. The emotional intensity of his playing, combined with his long association with non-American performers, makes him a major influence on world music. His style is a fusion of jazz, blues, and classical influences.

In a number of languages, particularly Spanish and French, this band has done much to introduce non-American audiences to the music of Latin America. Their performances are always exciting.

Both a guitarist and a songwriter for more years ago, now focusing on his Regional American music repertoire.

The Music Scene

This article is about the music scene in Los Angeles, focusing on the different genres and venues that are popular in the area. It highlights the diversity of the music scene, with a particular emphasis on local bands and venues.

San Diego Concerts

Koffee Norris - Concert at the Plaza, San Diego, CA
Date: TBA
Time: TBA
Ticket: TBA

Leo Fender - Concert at the Gables, San Diego, CA
Date: TBA
Time: TBA
Ticket: TBA

Alvin Lee - Concert at the Sunrise, Chula Vista, CA
Date: TBA
Time: TBA
Ticket: TBA

Jordan Grant - Concert at the Sunrise, Chula Vista, CA
Date: TBA
Time: TBA
Ticket: TBA

The Music Scene is a weekly column that covers the local music scene in Los Angeles, highlighting upcoming events and showcasing the talent that the city has to offer. It aims to provide readers with insights into the diverse and vibrant music scene in Los Angeles.
"I didn't do it, I tell you! I didn't do it!"

Fact or fiction? It could be either, but if you are a court reporter— it's up to you to get it down.

It's a job that puts you in a front seat for the drama, the excitement, the never-ending stories that accompany the human parade.

And you are indispensable!

ECS MUSICAL AND THEATRICAL SERVICES
Monumental Scenic and Costume Props for sale or rental.

DIEGO COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

We offer perfect fit. Standard patterns don't.

Ocean View, La Jolla, Rancho P. 92037

1-800-327-3000

TENNIS LESSONS—see below for 4th grade special.

At your leisure...in your own pool.

It's a perfect fit. Standard patterns don't.
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GRAND OPENING SPECIAL
Thursday May 18

Pizza Stop

15¢ Pepperoni Cuts
15¢ Cokes
5 p.m. Thurs.
+ Free Shirt +
+ Free Album +

714 Ventura Place
across from Belmont Park, next to Hanele's Bike Shop
Mission Beach

- Coupon -
ANY LARGE PIZZA
$150 off
Good May 22-28

- Coupon -
PIZZA
99¢
2 CUTES, SALAD & SMALL BEVERAGE
Good May 22-28

SOME TIMES DENIM JUST WON'T DO
When the sun is hot and the heat is on, there's nothing like a cool, comfortable pair of denim to keep you cool and comfortable. But what about those other times when you just want a little bit more style? That's where we come in. Our collection of denim just won't do. It's the perfect mix of comfort and style that you've been looking for.

CHERRY HOPE VALENTINE 2 and 15

- The perfect mix of comfort and style
- Available in a variety of colors and sizes
- Great for both men and women

LOOK HERE. A pair of jeans that's both comfortable and stylish. Cherry Hope Valentine 2 and 15, the perfect mix of comfort and style.

- THE MANNARI BELT - John's favorite belt. It's made of high-quality leather and is available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI BUCKLE - John's favorite buckle. It's made of high-quality metal and is available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI LETTERS - John's favorite letters. They are made of high-quality metal and are available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI SASH - John's favorite sash. It's made of high-quality fabric and is available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI HAT - John's favorite hat. It's made of high-quality material and is available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI SHOES - John's favorite shoes. They are made of high-quality materials and are available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI BAG - John's favorite bag. It's made of high-quality material and is available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI WATCH - John's favorite watch. It's made of high-quality material and is available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI JEWELRY - John's favorite jewelry. It's made of high-quality material and is available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI CLOTHING - John's favorite clothing. It's made of high-quality material and is available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI HOME DECOR - John's favorite home decor. It's made of high-quality material and is available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI FURNITURE - John's favorite furniture. It's made of high-quality material and is available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI AUTOMOTIVE - John's favorite automotive. It's made of high-quality material and is available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI ELECTRONICS - John's favorite electronics. It's made of high-quality material and is available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI TECHNOLOGY - John's favorite technology. It's made of high-quality material and is available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI ARCHITECTURE - John's favorite architecture. It's made of high-quality material and is available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI DESIGN - John's favorite design. It's made of high-quality material and is available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI SCIENCE - John's favorite science. It's made of high-quality material and is available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI ART - John's favorite art. It's made of high-quality material and is available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI MUSEUM - John's favorite museum. It's made of high-quality material and is available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI THEATER - John's favorite theater. It's made of high-quality material and is available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI MUSIC - John's favorite music. It's made of high-quality material and is available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI BOOKS - John's favorite books. They are made of high-quality material and are available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI MOVIES - John's favorite movies. They are made of high-quality material and are available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI TV - John's favorite TV. They are made of high-quality material and are available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI VIDEO GAMES - John's favorite video games. They are made of high-quality material and are available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI SPORTS - John's favorite sports. They are made of high-quality material and are available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI FOOD - John's favorite food. They are made of high-quality material and are available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI TRAVEL - John's favorite travel. They are made of high-quality material and are available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI HEALTH - John's favorite health. They are made of high-quality material and are available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI EDUCATION - John's favorite education. They are made of high-quality material and are available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI ENVIRONMENT - John's favorite environment. They are made of high-quality material and are available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES - John's favorite environmental issues. They are made of high-quality material and are available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI POLICY - John's favorite policy. They are made of high-quality material and are available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI LAW - John's favorite law. They are made of high-quality material and are available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI ECONOMICS - John's favorite economics. They are made of high-quality material and are available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI HISTORY - John's favorite history. They are made of high-quality material and are available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI CRIME - John's favorite crime. They are made of high-quality material and are available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI CRIME STORIES - John's favorite crime stories. They are made of high-quality material and are available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI CRIME STORIES - John's favorite crime stories. They are made of high-quality material and are available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI CRIME STORIES - John's favorite crime stories. They are made of high-quality material and are available in a variety of colors.

- THE MANNARI CRIME STORIES - John's favorite crime stories. They are made of high-quality material and are available in a variety of colors.
Grilleat summer produce savings

**Leaf Lettuce**
Fresh, Red Leaf Variety
386 oz.

**Carrots**
Fresh, 1 lb. each pkg.
198 oz.

**Cucumbers**
Fresh Local Grown, Large
298 oz.

**Broccoli**
Fresh, California Grown
288 oz.

**Avocados**
Fresh, San Diego County Grown, Hass
288 oz.

**Sweet Corn**
New Crop, Large Uniform Beans
10 for $2.89

**BIG BEAR**
the Grreat supermarket with Grreat everyday savings

Price effective May 18, May 24, 1975. The Reader Agency.

---

THE READER PUZZLE

#10 How Does Our Garden Grow?

By Dave Bailey

We are not exactly sure how we did it, or to whom. All we know is that yesterday, after weeks of propagating a whole packet of seeds, we were able to see our garden grow. We are not going to tell you how we did it, because we want you to have the fun of guessing. But we would suggest that you look at the puzzle below and try to figure out how our garden grew.

**Bolts of the Game**

1. All entries in the Reader Puzzle contest must be received by the Reader (addressed to Reader Puzzles, P.O. Box 3007, San Diego, CA 92109) by June 1, 1975 at 5:00 P.M. Pacific Standard Time. The Puzzle will apply every other week along with the correct answers and winners of the previous puzzle.

2. Entries must be accompanied by your name and address.

3. Entries must be received by the Reader Puzzles, P.O. Box 3007, San Diego, CA 92109 by June 1, 1975 at 5:00 P.M. Pacific Standard Time.

4. In the event of disputes or ties, decisions of the Reader Puzzles, P.O. Box 3007, San Diego, CA 92109 will be final, and arbitrate. If we get only one entry for a particular puzzle, we will pick that entry as the winner, and we will not award a prize. The Reader Puzzles, P.O. Box 3007, San Diego, CA 92109 will make the final decision in all matters.
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